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True contender in the Mobile OS Market

This paper gives an executive overview of Voola OS mobile operating system, and the 
company behind it, Labaratory of seven possibilities UAB. The paper outlines how Voola OS 
can help Governments and Enterprises regain control of their data and mobile ecosystems, and 
how Voola OS can be adapted and extended to different needs.  

Voola OS is a Linux-based mobile operating system developed by Labaratory of seven 
possibilities UAB. The Voola OS commercial license includes full source code access, making 
it a safe choice for Governments and Enterprises. In market since 2021, Voola OS comes from 
Lithuania, a well-known neutral state in Europe.  
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Versatile Operating System

Voola OS is an advanced and modern mobile OS that can be used for different embedded 
devices, such as smartphones, tablets, feature phones, smartwatches, automotive, smart TVs 
and set-top boxes. Voola OS provides tools to fully customize the user experience, and many 
extensions points to roll out your own apps, cloud accounts, location providers, VPN solutions, 
authentication methods, and so on. 
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Voola OS Key Facts
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Reliable Solution for Enterprises & Governments  
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Voola OS is an optimal solution for countries and 
enterprises that want to build independent digital ecosystems 
with selected functionalities. It is an ideal platform for 
projects, which require handling of sensitive data, such as 
services for citizens or secure communication solutions. 

Labaratory of seven possibilities UAB considers security as an integral part of Voola OS and 
every software development project. Cyber security planning is inherently built into the 
development processes.  

With Voola OS, a government or an enterprise can create a secure environment with full control 
of data and access. In addition, the full operating system is managed locally by the vendor to 
provide maximum security and a chain-of-trust. The framework allows Licensees to integrate 
their own security solutions with their own encryption algorithms and services.  

The Voola OS release practice follows a continuous software delivery paradigm, which means 
regular delivery of small system updates. The paradigm enables quick reaction to software 
vulnerabilities. Voola OS can be updated over the air in case a critical issue is identified. 

All data, access, and source code in your control  
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Security  

Voola OS follows standard Linux architecture, 
founded on verified and mature security principles, trusted by 
many companies and security professionals. Linux has been 
used as the basis for wide variety of security-sensitive 
environments, developed by thousands of developers with 
security issues constantly being researched and addressed in 
the open-source code base. 

Voola OS is built on top of multiple layers of 
protection: user data is encrypted on the device, 
network communications are secured using VPN 
and firewall, apps have been sandboxed by Firejail 
and core system services by systemd sandboxing. If 
one part of the operating system becomes 
compromised, the threat will be isolated and the 
damage contained. 

Defense in depth  

Circle of trust 

All apps accepted to Store are reviewed for 
compatibility and to root out malicious behavior. 
Submissions are automatically scanned and verified 
to link only to selected libraries and frameworks 
deemed safe to use by the 3rd party. Further 
organizations deploying Voola OS devices can use 
MDM APIs to manage software or develop local 
stores that provide only locally audited apps 
considered safe to install. 
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Effortless User Experience  

For the user, content is the king. In Voola OS, the UI Chrome, the static screen estate reserved 
by the OS, is reduced to an absolute minimum bringing your apps, documents and media to 
the foreground. 
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Home 

Home is the center of Voola OS. You always 
arrive here after closing or minimizing an app. 
From Home, you can quickly switch from one 
app to another or use the embedded Cover 
Actions to perform actions without leaving 
Home (only available in native Voola OS 
apps). Home shows all your open apps in 
minimized form as Covers. The Cover 
displays key information of the app with a 
nicer layout than just showing a minimized 
app view. 

Lock screen
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Android Apps for Linux Platform 

While the primary focus of Voola OS is to 
enable the development of native Linux 
applications, it has been deemed necessary to 
support also existing key apps (such as 
WhatsApp, WeChat, Slack and Office). The 
Android Apps for Linux Platforms software 
enables applications natively developed for 
Android OS to run on non-Android-based 
mobile devices, such as Voola OS. 
 

The support for Android Apps has been available 
on most of the devices Labaratory of seven 
possibilities UAB or its partners have made 
available since 2021. 
The currently supported Android version is 
Android 10 (API level 29). 
 
Android App Support memory consumption is 
300MB (PSS) measured after starting few apps, 
using the apps and then force-stopping all the 
apps. 
Android App Support memory consumption is 
300MB (PSS) measured after starting few apps, 
using the apps and then force-stopping all the 
apps.

Voola OS supports Android apps

Any device that works with Linux or 
Android can also support Voola OS 

Hardware adaptions enable the use of 
competitively priced hardware on Voola OS. 
Any device that works with Linux or Android 
can also support Voola OS.  

Voola OS is the only mobile Linux platform to 
support Android apps with the state-of-the-art 
runtime technology. The Android ecosystem 
compatibility can be either included or left out 
based on partner preference. 
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Voola OS is independent Choice 
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Voola OS License Model

The Voola OS license gives you the full Source Code for the OS, tooling and infrastructure, 
and opportunity to build a secure ecosystem based on Voola OS. Labaratory of seven 
possibilities UAB can assist on different phases of the project from the initial knowledge 
transfer to the final production ramp up.  
 
 

The full source code access includes both the closed source parts of Voola 
OS and over 500 integrated open source projects. Voola OS also supports selected features 
developed by 3rd parties (e.g. XT9TM predictive text, HERE positioning) and technology 
licenses (e.g. Microsoft Exchange, video decoders). All features can be customized per 
licensee requirements.  
 

Proof of concept license  
You can use an evaluation license to try out how Voola OS works for your needs. You can 
develop a hardware adaptation using selected hardware from any Android or Linux 
manufacturer. 
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Architecture Overview 

 Voola OS is based on Linux kernel and 
many widely adopted Linux frameworks 
like systemd, Wayland, PulseAudio, and 
GStreamer. Voola OS is compatible with 
common industry standards, such as 
GSM/LTE, WLAN, Bluetooth, USB, etc. 
Labaratory of seven possibilities 
smartphones and Voola OS have passed 
several cellular operator certifications and 
go-to-market programs e.g. in Europe and 
Asia.  

The operating system is divided into 
mutiple layers. Application interface 
(Voola API) can be used for developing 
apps and other content for the system. 
Native Voola apps are developed using 
the popular Qt framework. 

 The Voola Core has been built with a 
framework approach in mind to 
accommodate additional open or closed 
source features or functionalities, such 
as codecs, cryptographic algorithms, 
accounts, preinstalled apps, etc.  

Hardware adaptation is abstracted so 
that Voola OS and installed apps work 
disregarding the specifics of the 
underlaying hardware. This makes it 
easy to port Voola OS for different 
hardware configurations without having 
to re-compile the entire OS for a 
specific device. It is also simple and 
easy to maintain support for existing 
hardware platforms with low 
maintenance costs. 
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About Labaratory of Seven Possibilities UAB 

 Labaratory of seven possibilities UAB is the developer and a licensor of European mobile 
operating system Voola OS, an open Linux mobile operating system targeted for corporate 
and governmental solutions. As part of Voola OS, Labaratory of seven possibilities has 
developed a solution that enables running AndroidTM apps on any Linux-based platform. 
 
Labaratory of seven possibilities was born in 2011 continuing the heritage of Nokia and 
MeeGo. The company is based in Tampere, Finland. 

We empower the Mobile OS World with Freedom Choice 

Labaratory of seven possibilities UAB

Vilnius, Perkūnkiemio g. 13-91 

306026599 
 
Lithuania 

Business and general inquiries:

info@voola.io

www.voola.io  
 
www.7plab.com 

t.me/voola_EU 

facebook.com/vooladmcc 

twitter.com/vooladmcc  
 
instagram.com/vooladmcc 


